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Lesson 18

ِ
ِِ
.ﲔ ﺑﺄَ ْﻫ َﻮاﺋﻨَﺎ
َ َِﻻ ﻧَ ْﺪ ُﺧ ُﻞ ِﰲ َذﻟ
َ  َوَﻻ ُﻣﺘَـ َﻮ ّﳘ،ﺑﺂراﺋِﻨَﺎ
َ ﻚ ُﻣﺘَﺄَ ﱠوﻟ
َ ﲔ
[63]

[63]

We do not enter into that, interpreting it in accordance with our own opinions, nor forming ideas based
upon our desires.

The Explanation – Point [63]
As is done by the Jahmiyyah and the Mu`tazilah and those who learn from them and took their view
with regard to baseless misinterpretation (ta.weel).
Rather, what is obligatory upon us is that we follow the Book and the Sunnah; and we do not
interfere with our own intellects and our own thoughts and use them as judges upon what occurs in
the Book and the Sunnah. What is obligatory, is that the Book and the Sunnah, they are made to
judge over our intellects and thoughts.1

 End of explanation of point [63] 2 
1

From `Aa.ishah radiyAllaahu `anhaa, from the Prophet sallAllaahu `alayhi wa sallam, that he said,

ِ اﻟﺮﺟ ِﺎل إِ َﱃ
ِ َاﳋ
ِ َ َإِ ﱠن أَﺑْـﻐ
ﺼ ُﻢ
ْ ﷲ اﻷَﻟَ ﱡﺪ
َ َّ ﺾ

“The most hated of men to Allaah is the argumentative person (who disputes).”
Hadeeth reported by Al-Bukhaaree, hadeeth 2457 and also reported by Muslim.
2

Translator’s Side Point: Ibn Abil-`Izz, in his longer explanation of At-Tahaawiyyah makes a nice point. Part of what he
says in this regard is:
“And there is no doubt that Allaah has forbidden speaking about Him without knowledge. He the Most High said,

 e  d c b a ` _ ~ }  | { z y x w v u t s r q pm
l l  k j i h g f
(Sooratul-A`raaf (7), aayah 33)
Explanation:

Say: “My Lord has truly forbidden for you foul deeds – that which are apparent from
them and that which are inward, and sin and transgression against the people
without right, and that you associate in worship with Allaah that which He sent
down no proof for, and that you say about Allaah that which you do not know.”

And He the Most High said,
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ِ ﻋﻠﻴﻪ وﻋﻠﻰ
ِ  ﻋ ﱠﺰ وﺟ ﱠﻞ وﻟِﺮﺳﻮﻟِ ِﻪ ﺻﻠﱠﻰ ﷲ- ﻓِﺈﻧﱠﻪ ﻣﺎ ﺳﻠِﻢ ِﰲ ِدﻳﻨِ ِﻪ ﱠإﻻ ﻣﻦ ﺳﻠﱠﻢ
.آﻟﻪ وﺳﻠﱠﻢ
ُ
َُ ََ َ َ َ َْ
َ َ َُ
[64]

[64]

For no one will be safe in his religion, except one who submits to Allaah the Mighty and Majestic, and to
His Messenger sallAllaahu `alayhi wa `alaa aalihi wa sallam.

The Explanation – Point [64]
And the meaning of ﺳﻠﱠﻢ
َ (sallama – he submits) is: he accepts whatever came from Allaah and from

َ

His Messenger sallAllaahu `alayhi wa sallam and he has eemaan in it just as it came, not interfering with
it by distorting its meaning and interpreting it away. This is the meaning of tasleem ( ﺗﺴﻠﻴﻢsubmission).
And Imaam Ash-Shaafi`ee rahimahullaahu ta`aala said, “I believe in Allaah and in whatever occurs in
the Book of Allaah, upon what Allaah meant. And I believe in the Messenger of Allaah and in what
occurs from Allaah’s Messenger sallAllaahu `alayhi wa sallam upon what the Messenger of Allaah
sallAllaahu `alayhi wa sallam meant.” Meaning: not upon the basis of desires and distorting the
meanings and upon the basis of the sayings of people.3

lÇÆ Å Ä Ã Â Ám
(Sooratul-Israa. (17), aayah 36)
Explanation:

And do not say what you do not have knowledge of.

So, it is upon the servant that he takes that which Allaah sent His Messengers with, and that which He sent His Books
down with, as being the truth which must be followed, so that he believes that it is the true reality and the truth; and
whatever is besides it from the speech of the rest of the people, then he should test that against it (the Revelation). So if
that conforms, then it will be true; but if it conflicts, it will be falsehood. And if he doesn’t know (does it conflict with it
or does it agree with it), then the speech would be something ambiguous – either what the person who said it means is
not known, or what he means is known, but it’s not known whether the Messenger sallAllaahu `alayhi wa sallam came
affirming that or denying it; then in these cases the person should withhold from that speech and not speak except with
knowledge. And knowledge is that which is established by proof. And that knowledge which is beneficial, is that which
the Messenger sallAllaahu `alayhi wa sallam came with. And there may be some knowledge from other than the Messenger
sallAllaahu `alayhi wa sallam, however, this would be in the worldly affairs – such as medicine and mathematics and
farming. But as for matters pertaining to Allaah and knowledge of the Religion, then in this matter, knowledge about it
must be taken from the Messenger sallAllaahu `alayhi wa sallam, not from anyone else."
3

Aboo `Abdillaah Muhammad ibn `Umar Ar-Raazee (well-known as Fakhruddeen Ar-Raazee –  )ﻓﺨﺮ ﺍﻟﺪﻳﻦ ﺍﻟﺮﺍﺯﻱsaid,
ُ ﻭﻏﺎﻳﺔ ﺳﻌﻲ ﺍﻟﻌﺎﻟﻤـﻴﻦ ﺿﻼ
ﻝ
ﻭﺣﺎﺻـﻞ ﺩﻧﻴﺎﻧﺎ ﺃﺫﻯ ﻭﻭﺑﺎﻝ
ﺳﻮﻯ ﺃﻥ ﺟﻤﻌﻨﺎ ﻓﻴﻪ ﻗﻴﻞ ﻭﻗﺎﻟﻮﺍ

ﻧﻬﺎﻳﺔ ﺇﻗﺪﺍﻡ ﺍﻟﻌﻘــﻮﻝ ﻋﻘــﺎﻝ
ﻭﺃﺭﻭﺍﺣﻨﺎ ﻓﻲ ﻭﺣﺸﺔ ﻣﻦ ﺟﺴﻮﻣﻨﺎ
ﻭﻟﻢ ﻧﺴﺘﻔﺪ ﻣﻦ ﺑﺤﺜﻨﺎ ﻁﻮﻝ ﻋﻤﺮﻧﺎ
(96/8)  ﻁﺒﻘﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﺸﺎﻓﻌﻴﺔ ﻟﻠﺴﺒﻜﻲ:ﺍﻧﻈﺮ

(It may be roughly translated as:)
“The end result of using the intellects ( )ﻋﻘﻮﻝwas getting tied in knots ()ﻋﻘﺎﻝ
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Whoever submits and complies and refers whatever is unclear to him and whatever he doesn’t know
the meaning of, or he doesn’t know how it is, then he refers all of that back to the One Who knows
it: and He is Allaah, the Perfect and Most High. So whoever has a problem in understanding should
refer it back to the people of knowledge; and above everyone with knowledge there is One who
knows more. And if the people of knowledge don’t have knowledge of it, then in that case, it is
obligatory to entrust it to Allaah, the Majestic and Most High.

 End of explanation of point [64] 

And the striving of the people (of theological rhetoric) led them only to being misguided
And our spirits were estranged from our bodies
And our world ended in harm and calamity
And we didn’t derive any benefit from our researches
Throughout our lives except that we gathered people’s statements and hearsay (he said and they say).”
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.ور ﱠد ِﻋ ْﻠ َﻢ ﻣﺎ ا ْﺷﺘَﺒَ َﻪ َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻪ إِﱃ َﻋﺎﻟِ ِﻤ ِﻪ
َ
[65]

[65]

And who refers whatever is unclear to him, back to the one who knows it.

The Explanation – Point [65]
And for this reason, when the Prophet sallAllaahu `alayhi wa sallam used to ask his Companions about
some affairs which they did not know, they used to say, “ – ﷲ ﻭﺭﺳﻮﻟﻪ ﺃﻋﻠﻢAllaah and His Messenger
know best.” So, they hadn’t used to enter into complex and meandering statements and enter into
what they themselves surmised.
So if you find a trustworthy scholar who can explain it to you, then all praise is for Allaah; and if not,
then remain upon your submission and upon your firm belief that it is the truth and that it has a
meaning but that it’s meaning is not clear to you.

 End of explanation of point [65] 
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.واﻻ ْﺳﺘِ ْﺴ َﻼم
ْ ﺖ ﻗَ َﺪ ُم ا ِﻹ ْﺳ َﻼِم إِﱠﻻ َﻋﻠﻰ ﻇَ ْﻬ ِﺮ اﻟﺘﱠ ْﺴﻠِ ِﻴﻢ
ُ ُوﻻ ﺗَـﺜْﺒ
[66]

[66]

And Islaam would not be firmly established except upon the basis of unrestricted submission and
surrender.

The Explanation – Point [66]
Correct Islaam would not be established except through full submission to Allaah, the Mighty and
Majestic. He, the One free of all imperfections said,

 º  ¹ ¸¶ µ ´ ³ ² ±  ° ¯ ® ¬m
l À¿¾ ½¼»
Explanation:

So no, by your Lord, they would not truly believe until they make you
(the Prophet sallAllaahu `alayhi wa sallam) judge in whatever they
dispute about, and then they do not find any resistance in their selves
against what you judge, but they rather submit with full submission.
(Sooratun-Nisaa. (4), aayah 65)

And al-istislaam ( – ﺍﻻﺳﺘﺴﻼﻡsurrender) is: compliance with, and obedience to everything which
comes from Allaah and His Messenger sallAllaahu `alayhi wa sallam.

 End of explanation of point [66] 
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ِ ِ ِ ِ ﺣﺠﺒﻪ ﻣﺮاﻣﻪ ﻋﻦ َﺧﺎﻟ، وَﱂ ﻳـ ْﻘﻨﻊ ﺑﺎﻟﺘﱠﺴ ِﻠ ِﻴﻢ ﻓَـ ْﻬﻤﻪ،ﻓﻤﻦ رام ِﻋ ْﻠﻢ ﻣﺎ ﺣ ِﻈﺮ ﻋ ْﻨﻪ ِﻋ ْﻠﻤﻪ
وﺻ ِﺎﰲ
َ َ ْ ُُ ُ َ َ ُ َ َ َ َ ْ َ
َ ،ﺺ اﻟﺘﱠﻮﺣﻴﺪ
ْ َ ُ ُ َ ََُ َ ُ ُ
ْ
ِ
ِ ﻴﺢ ا ِﻹ
.ﳝﺎن
ِ وﺻ ِﺤ
َ ،اﻟْ َﻤ ْﻌ ِﺮﻓَﺔ
[67]

[67]

So, whoever seeks after that which his knowledge has been prevented from, and who is not satisfied
regarding his understanding with (just) submission, then his seeking will block him from pure and sincere
tawheed and from clear awareness and from correct eemaan.

The Explanation – Point [67]
Whoever does not have eemaan in these things which his knowledge has been screened away from,
for example: the knowledge of ‘how’ ()ﻋﻠﻢ ﺍﻟﻜﻴﻔﻴﺔ, then what is obligatory upon us is to have eemaan in
that and to entrust it, meaning: to entrust its knowledge, to Allaah the Mighty and Majestic.

 a`_~} | { z yxwv m
l hgf ed cb
Explanation:

As for those who truly believe, then they know that it is the Truth from
their Lord,” and as for those who are unbelievers, then they say: “What
does Allaah intend by this example?”
(Sooratul-Baqarah (2), aayah 26)

And He, the Mighty and Majestic said,

vu ts r qp o n ml kj i h gm
l ©¨§ ¦¥¤ £¢¡~ } |{ zyxw
Explanation:

He (Allaah) is the One Who sent down the Book to you. From it, there
are some aayaat which are clear and decisive; they are the foundation
of the Book; and then there are others which are unclear on their own.
So, as for those who have deviation in their hearts, then they follow
that which is unclear from it, desiring discord and desiring to interpret
it in accordance with their own desires; and no one knows its true
reality except for Allaah.
(Soorah Aal-`Imraan (3), aayah 7)
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(Meaning that) Allaah has screened knowledge away from the creation; so therefore, don’t tire
yourself out with it. Then He said,

lµ´ ³ ²  ± ° ¯ ® ¬ «ªm
Explanation:

And those who are firmly grounded in knowledge, they say, “We have
eemaan in it; all of it is from our Lord.”
(Soorah Aal-`Imraan (3), aayah 7)

They submit and surrender; and their lack of awareness (of its meaning) does not prevent them from
having eemaan (truly believing) in it, and from submitting to it. Or, the meaning is that they refer
what is unclear from the Book of Allaah back to that which is clear from it, in order to explain it and
to make its meaning clear; and they say, “All of it is from our Lord.”

 End of explanation of point [67] 
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ِ واﻹ
ِْ  وا ِﻹﻗْـ َﺮا ِر،ﺬﻳﺐ
ِ ﻳﻖ واﻟﺘﱠ ْﻜ
ِْ ﲔ اﻟ ُﻜ ْﻔ ِﺮ
ِ ﺼ ِﺪ
.واﻹﻧْﻜﺎ ِر
ْ  واﻟﺘﱠ،ﳝﺎن
َْ ب ﺑَـ
ُ ﻓَـﻴَﺘَ َﺬﺑْ َﺬ
[68]

[68]

Then he will waver between unbelief and true faith, (between) attesting and denying, (between)
affirming and rejecting.

The Explanation – Point [68]
So whoever does not submit fully to Allaah, nor to the Messenger, then he will be prevented from
knowledge and awareness of Allaah, and from knowledge and awareness of the Truth. So he will
therefore be in useless complexities and erroneous affairs.
And this is the state of the hypocrites (munaafiqeen) – those who waver. They are sometimes with the
Muslims and sometimes with the hypocrites; sometimes they affirm, sometimes they deny.

l }|{z y x w vu tm
Explanation:

Whenever light shines for them, they walk in the light; but then when
it becomes dark, they stand still.
(Sooratul-Baqarah (2), aayah 20)

But as for the people of eemaan (true faith), then whatever they know, they speak in accordance with
it; and whatever they do not know, then they entrust its knowledge to Allaah, the Majestic and Most
High. And they don’t overburden themselves with something which they do not know, nor do they
say about Allaah that which they do not know. For speaking about Allaah without knowledge is
equal to shirk; indeed it is greater than shirk. Allaah the Most High said,

 ` _ ~ }  | {z y xw v u ts r q pm
l l k j i hg fe d c b a
Explanation:

Say: “My Lord has truly forbidden foul deeds – those which are
apparent and those which are hidden, and sin and transgressing
against people without right, and that you associate anything along
with Allaah, that which He sent down no proof for, and that you say
about Allaah that which you do not know.”
(Sooratul-A`raaf (7), aayah 33)
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So He made speaking about Allaah without knowledge above committing shirk with Allaah, which
shows the severe danger about speaking about Allaah without knowledge.

 End of explanation of point [68] 
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ِ  وﻻ، َﻻ ﻣ ْﺆِﻣﻨﺎ ﻣﺼ ِّﺪﻗًﺎ،ﻣﻮﺳ ِﻮﺳﺎ ﺗَﺎﺋِﻬﺎ ﺷﺎ ًﻛﺎ
.ﺟﺎﺣ ًﺪا ُﻣ َﻜ ِّﺬﺑًﺎ
ً ً ْ َُ
َ ُ ً ُ
[69]

[69]

He will be a person suffering from whisperings, one who is lost, a person who is in doubt, neither being a
true believer upon eemaan nor being an outright rejector and denier.

The Explanation – Point [69]
This is the state of the people of uncertainty and hypocrisy. They are always doubters, they are
always wavering and indecisive – wavering to and fro, because this person has not become firm
upon Islaam and has not submitted to Allaah, nor to the Messenger of Allaah sallAllaahu `alayhi wa
sallam, just as Allaah said about the hypocrites – that they are:

l ed c b a ` _~ } |m
Explanation:

The hypocrites – they are wavers (in between) – they are not with these
and nor are they with those
(Sooratun-Nisaa. (4), aayah 143)

 » º ¹  ¸ ¶µ´ ³ ²± ° ¯® ¬«m
lÅ ÄÃ Â Á À¿ ¾½ ¼
Explanation:

When they (the hypocrites) meet the believers they say, “We believe”
but when they go off and are left with their devils, they say, “We are
with you, we were just mocking.” Allaah will mock them, and He gives
them rope in their transgression for them to wander blindly.
(Sooratul-Baqarah (2), aayaat 14-15)

 End of explanation of point [69] 
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At-Ta`leeqaat Al-Mukhtasarah `alaa Matn Al-`Aqeedah At-Tahaawiyyah
By Shaykh Saalih ibn Fawzaan al-Fawzaan hafizahullaah
Pages 80-84 (Point 63-69)
Translated by Aboo Talhah Daawood Burbank, rahimahullaah in 1425AH

Transcribed by Sideeqa Ali
Points discussed in this excerpt include:
•

The obligation to follow the Book and the Sunnah, which are made to judge over a person’s intellect and
thoughts

•

Referring unclear matters back to one who knows

•

Full submission to Allaah is required for the establishment of correct Islaam

•

Having eemaan in knowledge that one has been screened away from, and entrust it to Allaah

•

Whoever does not fully submit to Allaah or the Messenger sallAllaahu `alayhi wa sallam will be prevented from
knowledge and awareness of Allaah and of the Truth

•

The hypocrites are always in a state of wavering and indecisiveness

•

Speaking about Allaah without knowledge is more severe than shirk
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